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Have you written a
poem or song for your
loved one? We would
love to print it, if you’d
like to share!

FUTURE MEETINGS

Monday, September 17 – sharing circle
Monday, October 15 – Moms to the right, dads to the left
(separate meetings for moms and dads)
Monday, November 19 – sharing circle
Sunday, December 9 – Candlelight Ceremony (details in next
newsletter)
TCF meets at 7:30 pm on the third Monday of each month (except for December)
at First Evangelical Free Church (Corner of 55th Ave SW and Elbow Drive). If
there is a topic or speaker you would be interested in hearing at future meetings,
please email tcfcalgary@outlook.com.

FROM CRAWFORD
Although it is currently summer, soon we will begin to experience the holiday
season in the shopping malls. This can be a difficult time for bereaved parents
and it is more bearable if you have a plan. People will not understand what you
are going through, so maybe this is the year you do all your shopping online.
Or maybe you confine your visits to the mall when it is least busy. The point is
it is normal to have extra pangs of grief as the holiday period approaches. It is
for this reason that we have our Candle Light Ceremony early in December
(which replaces our monthly meeting). The purpose of the ceremony is to
remember our children. Family and friends are welcome to attend. More details
will be given in the next newsletter.
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Our Children Missed, Remembered and Forever Loved
September Angel-versaries
9/1/03
9/5/13
9/5/14
9/6/08
9/7/04
9/7/17
9/12/04
9/13/15
9/13/16
9/16/10
9/20/05
9/20/08
9/24/03
9/28/08
9/30/11

Aaron Shoulders, 18 yr old son of Steffi
Chris Letourneau, 22 yr old son of Cindy
Jason Middleton, 27 yr old son of John & Lila
Stephen Evans, 24 yr old son of Betty
Tamara Ann Buell, 23 yr old daughter of
Robert & Charlene
Mary Beth Baisi, 42 yr old daughter of
MaryAnn & Gil
Ryan Austin, 20 yr old son of Raema
Jeremy Prendergast, 19 yr old son of Theresa
Mitchell Buchacher, 29 yr old son of
Kimberly & Anthony
Jordon Darda, 20 yr old son of Darlend
Brandon Bushey, 16 yr old son of Kathy
Berent Bjorndal, 25 yr old son of Debbie
Godfrey
Courtney Faye Murphy, 22 yr old daughter of
Kim.
Janessa Lyn Toney, 5 yr old daughter of Allan
& Yvonne
Markus Bihl, 37 yr old son of Doug & Darla

October Angel-versaries
10/1/12
10/6/03
10/5/96
10/8/01
10/8/01
10/10/01
10/13/02
10/13/13
10/14/72
10/14/13
10/18/07
10/18/16
10/19/12
10/20/17
10/21/16
10/22/01
10/24/93
10/25/13
10/27/99
10/28/01
10/29/09
10/30/03

Richard Zacharuk, 56 yr old son of Jo
Louise Jayne Pargeter, 34 yr old daughter of Judy
and Mike
Katie Ouriou, 16 yr old daughter of Joel & Sue
Cheryl Lightbound, 38 yr old daughter of George
Dosten Heiling, 2 ½ yr old son of Brenda
Jessica Lynne Trodden, 17 yr old daughter of
Annette
Sharon Catherine Walz, 41 yr old granddaughter
of May Aslam
Matthew Manuel, 22 yr old son of Bob & Darlene
Shaun Moore, 8 yr old daughter of Gilbert
Conner Clark, 21 yr old son of Yvonne & Chris
Kathelynn Occena Crawford, 9 yr old daughter of
Frank & Christian
Meghan Bomford, 17 yr old daughter of Lisa
Scott Edward, 27 yr old son 0f Anna
Alacia Mariela Cortes, 20 yr old daughter of
Susan & Luis
Graham Marshall-Harman, 22 yr old son of
Laura & Don
Eric Shannon, 8 mo old son of Debbie & Richard
Valerie Louise Kriwokon, 2 yr old daughter of
Brad & Gisele
Michael Reed, 23 yr old son of Dianne
Steve Lloyd, 19 yr old son of Pauline Fletcher
Jeffery Marschlik, 18 yr old son of Shelley & Roy
Sandra Glanville, 44 yr old daughter of Walt &
Irma
Jason Hood, 24 yr old son of Brett & Ann

November Angel-versaries
11/1/00
11/1/05
11/2/02
11/5/02
11/12/01
11/17/15
11/23/13
11/24/00
11/24/13
11/29/12

Shawn Houston, 17 yr old son of Carol & Gary
Jake Nhan Kuzyk, 7 week old son of Dale & Chinh
Callum Trainor, 10 mo old son of Holly & Patrick
Devin Venables, 18 yr old son of Brian & Karen
Heather Simpson, 24 yr old daughter of Ed & Mary Jo
Ryan Benson, 41 yr old son of Barb
Megan Bulger, 26 yr daughter of Mike & Betty
Peter Anthony Fisk, 31 yr old son of Larry
Alex Sikora, 21 yr old son of Rita Cosca
Karyn Yamagishi, 29 yr old daughter of Rochelle

Our mailing list does not always include the name,
anniversary date of death and age of your child.
Please send us this information if your child’s
name has been omitted from our remembrance
list. Also, if the information shown above is
incorrect, please let us know and accept our
sincere apologies.
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Death by Depression, Not Suicide
Recent shocking news has reported on the deaths of celebrities Kate Spade and Anthony Bourdain.
Many have speculated about how such successful, beloved people can “kill themselves.” While the news
is horrible, the story line misses critical points. First and tragically, Spade and Bourdain join a growing
number of more than 100, mostly less famous, Americans having similar deaths “by suicide,” each and
every day. More importantly, the notion that Spade, Bourdain, and the others, decided to end their own
lives is, in a deep sense, not true. These individuals are the victims of the pernicious illness of the brain,
Depression.
Depression is a horrific illness that affects as many as 10% of Americans at any one time. Depression is
a brain disease that can cause confusion and distortions in thinking, as well as interference with basic
physiologic functions, including: sleep, energy, appetite, motor function and more. It is neither selfinflicted nor a moral failure. Depression interferes with cognition (or thinking), making it impossible for the
individual to perceive and accurately interpret the environment with a consequent inability to experience
pleasure and anticipate the future. The brain’s failure to undertake accurate self-assessment of risks is
intrinsic to Depression, with a disruption in sense of self and loss of the basic evolutionary drive for
survival; this leads to dangerous behaviors and even death. Death during Depression is not a “selfinflicted” death (suicide) because the sense of self is gone; it is Death by Depression.
In the face of overwhelming evidence that Depression and other psychiatric disorders are serious
illnesses that can disrupt brain function, including the will to survive, why do we still use the term
“suicide?” “Suicide” is associated with the stigmatizing concept that those with psychiatric illness are
intrinsically flawed or weak and want to die. Stigma and antiquated understandings about Depression
and brain disease foster ignorance about the fact that Depression is just as life threatening an illness as
are cancer and heart disease.
It important to accurately understand Depression and Death by Depression. Depression is a treatable
brain disease and, Death by Depression is preventable. Depression is a medical emergency! It requires
the immediate attention of medical professionals, friends, and family. The victim of Depression should not
be left unattended any more than should someone bleeding profusely or having a heart attack – even if
they insist that they are “OK.” Along with the immediate protection of the person with Depression, it is
essential to rapidly apply evidence-based treatments. This will not only prevent death and debility but it
will also help those with Depression save their lives so they can have much wanted, productive futures to
share with friends and family.
Protection and prevention of complications (including injury and death) are the important first steps in
treating Depression. But, this can’t be done if Depression is not identified early. Look for depression!
When you find it, act promptly. If you are the victim of Depression, immediately tell someone (friend,
family member, and / or professional) and let them help you get treatment. If you know someone with
Depression, ask how you can help and make sure that they receive urgently needed professional care.
No one wants to die from Depression, or any other illness. To suggest otherwise is diminishing the value
of life and the individual affected by Depression. Unfortunately, the concept of “suicide” interferes with our
shared responsibility and opportunity to effectively prevent Death by Depression.
Bennett L. Leventhal, MD
BC2M Scientific Advisory Council + BC2M HS Research Co-Lead
Professor of Psychiatry, University of California San Francisco
Neal D. Ryan, MD
Professor of Psychiatry, University of Pittsburgh
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DONATIONS
Love gifts are tax deductible donations. Donations are our ONLY source of income and must pay for postage, paper,
telephone answering service and books for our library. Please consider The Compassionate Friends when you are
making your next charitable donation since we are a registered charity and do provide tax receipts. When donating to
United Way, you may also name The Compassionate Friends on the pledge card.
If you would like to make a donation in memory of your child, please make the cheque payable to The Compassionate
Friends and send it to Glenn Derbowka, 51 Patterson Rise SW, Calgary, Alberta T3H 2E5, 242-6231.

We gratefully acknowledge the following donations:

Susan & Luis Cortes in memory of Alacia
United Way of Calgary

GRIEF PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
Alberta Children’s Hospital - Palliative Care & Grief Support Service - Bereavement follow-up, individual,

family and group counseling for families who have experienced the loss of a child
Contact: Megan Miller 403-955-5463
Hospice Calgary offers a wide range of specialized support and bereavement services addressing before, during and
after death issues. To learn more about their programs, please call (403) 263-4525 or visit their website
www.hospicecalgary.com. Office hours are from 9 am to 5:30 pm.
AHS Calgary Zone Grief Support Program provides bereavement counseling to individuals 18 yrs and older. The
Program offers individual, family and group services. Call 403-955-8011 or visit their website
www.ahs.ca/griefsupportcalgary

.

The Canadian Mental Health Association, Suicide Services, offers the Suicide Bereavement Program. Call 403-2971744 or visit their website at www.cmha.calgary.ab.ca and look for Suicide Services in the Programs drop down menu.
Office hours are 8:30 am to 4:30 pm.
Caring Beyond is a support group for parents who have suffered the death of a baby or babies due to miscarriage,
ectopic pregnancy, neo-natal death, or stillbirth. Meetings are on the first Wednesday of each month at 7:30 pm in
the chapel of the Grace Women's Health Centre next to Foothills Hospital. Call 403-294-1131 for more information.
SIDS Calgary: SIDS Calgary Society provides support for families whose baby or young child died suddenly and
unexpectedly. Please call 403-265-SIDS (7437) or email peersupport@sidscalgary.ca .
Journey Through Loss of a Young Child is a group of bereaved mothers who have experienced the loss of a young
child. We have informal meetings every quarter at a coffee shop. We have found it helpful to comfort and support
each other as we navigate the confusing path of grieving. Please contact Barb at simba.5@shaw.ca for next meeting
time.
The Calgary Homicide Support Society is a group that lend support to families that have lost someone to homicide.
You can get more information by phoning 587-582-2477 or visiting www.allthebestcontent.info.
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Why We Will Never Get Over It
OCTOBER 27, 2017
by Angela Miller
Unfortunately bereaved parents get judged often.
By those who know us and by those who don’t.
We are often criticized and pathologized for
grieving (for remembering our child.) People
erroneously think we are stuck, depressed, and/or
clinically-something, if we still cry, ache, and miss
our child; if we still remember them; if we continue
speaking their name and grieving for them–
especially if the grieving has been going on “too
long.” Too long could mean 3 months, 6 months, a
year– a decade, or longer. It couldn’t possibly be
healthy to grieve THAT long, right?
Wrong. We will grieve forever because we love forever. There is no end to our love for our child,
therefore there is no end to our grief– not in our lifetime, anyway. We will grieve forever. We will never
get over it.
The presumption is that since our child’s death happened years ago– a presumably finite event– how are
we not over it by now? As if child loss is something you can get over– likening it to something far less
horrific that can be conquered if you only try hard enough, think positively, or pull yourself up by the
bootstraps. As if it’s a hurdle you can easily jump over, or a roadblock you can simply go around and then
move on. As if sunshine, rainbows and unicorns will magically greet you once enough time has passed
and you cross into “I’m-over-it” land. This may work for other things, but not child loss.
It’s time to bust a long-standing myth about child loss and grief. There is no getting over it. Child loss is
not something you get over. Ever. You don’t get over watching the living, breathing piece of your heart
and soul, your flesh and blood, your child– die. It’s simply not. possible. to get over the death of your
child. You will grieve the death of your child until your last breath.
It is said that the decision to have a child is “to decide forever to have your heart go walking around
outside your body.” When your child dies your heart is obliterated, broken beyond repair. When your child
dies, a huge part of you dies, too. And there is no getting that part back again. Over time you can try to
put the pieces of yourself back together again, but they don’t fit the same. There are huge pieces
missing, no matter what you do. No matter how long it’s been.
The pain– visible or not– is with us every breath and every step we take, every second of every day. The
scars never heal. We are not defined by child loss, but we are certainly marked by it. Forever.
Normal died the day our child did. There is no guidebook for how to survive, or how to grieve. No formula.
No roadmap. No start here, end there. The truth is bereaved parents will grieve the loss of their child until
their last breath. It may seem confusing why bereaved parents do the things we do; how we’ve chosen to
survive and navigate life post-tragedy. From outside of grief, it likely won’t make sense to an onlooker.
The good news is, if you don’t understand, breathe a deep sigh of relief and remember one thing: you’re
so fortunate (#blessed/lucky/_______) you don’t.
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Ultimately to understand means to be bereaved. Which we wouldn’t wish on our worst enemy. We hope
no one else truly understands. Ever.
We would have given our life one million times over + infinity to save our child– but, unfortunately we
weren’t given that choice. And so, for the rest of our lives, we have to learn how to live with the pain. A
pain that is so excruciating, so much like torture, so unimaginable, there’s not even an apt word for it in
the English language.
We trip over grief just when we thought we had it contained, figured out, put away, managed. We fall into
grief potholes when we least expect it.
We become adept at carrying it, stuffing it, hiding it places. It leaks from our eyes when we least expect it.
We sob in the shower, the car, on the bathroom floor. We dry our tears, put our masks back on, so we
can move and be and live in the world, to the best of our ability.
Grief steals the person we used to be, and we grieve that, too. The person staring back at us in the mirror
becomes almost unrecognizable. We wish we could be who we used to be, too.
We are broken, but there is no fix for our heartache.
We carry it with us, always. Grief exhausts us to the bone. There is no reprieve. No minute, hour, or day
off from being a bereaved parent. Once a bereaved parent, always a bereaved parent. There is no going
back.
Even during happy or joyful moments, the pain and sadness is always there. A permanent undercurrent,
a pulse of pain.
We learn how to carry it all: the joy, the pain, the love, the sadness. Eventually we become an expert at
carrying it all.
The moment our child died is now, yesterday, tomorrow, forever. It is the past, the present, and the
future. It was not just one finite horrific moment in time that happened last whenever. It is not just the
moment, the hour, the second, the millisecond our life became permanently divided into before and after.
You might say, “But she died last year!” Or 10 years ago, or five. No. No, she didn’t.
Our child dies all over again every morning we wake up.
And again every moment they are (yet again) missing.
And again every moment in between.
And again every breath we take.
Our child dies again every moment they are not here with us– for the rest of our lives.
The truth of this fact is almost impossible to express. How many deaths can one parent endure?
For the rest of our lives we will struggle to accept and understand this very fact: our child is dead. And in
the incessant replay of our minds our child will keep dying all over again for the rest of our lives.
This is child loss. It is never over. It is always happening. Again and again and again.
We live and relive it. It is now, yesterday, tomorrow– forever.
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Just like our love for our child is now, yesterday, tomorrow, forever. It spans both directions. There is no
end.
Please remember this next time you hear someone tell a bereaved parent they are dwelling, stuck,
depressed, not moving on; that they should just hurry up and get over it– or any other common judgment
or misconception. Our pain, our love, and our child cannot be watered down to such phrases, such
shallow summations. It does not even begin to capture or express the reality of our day-to-day lives, nor
the eternal ache and love in our hearts.
To understand child loss, you have to think about every second, minute, hour, day, month and year a
bereaved parent has to live without their precious child– a lifetime— not just the finite moment in time
their child died. Every missed milestone, every heart beat, every breath without them, hurts. It hurts now,
now and now. It will still be painful 10 and 20 years from now. It will remain an ever-present ache in our
heart, soul, mind and body always– until our very last breath.
Child loss is never over. It is a loss that spans a bereaved parent’s entire life.
This is why we will never, ever, get over it. Because “it” is our precious, irreplaceable child. There is no
getting over it. There is only love (and pain) to be bravely and courageously carried– for a lifetime.

Angela Miller is a writer, speaker and grief advocate who provides support and solace to those who are grieving the loss of a
child. She is the best-selling author of You Are the Mother of All Mothers: A Message of Hope for the Grieving Heart,
founder of the award-winning community A Bed For My Heart, writer for The Huffington Post, the Open to Hope Foundation
and Still Standing Magazine. Angela writes candidly about child loss and grief without sugar coating the reality of life after loss.
Her writing and her book have been featured in Forbes, Psychology Today, CBS News, The Huffington Post, MPR, BlogTalk
Radio, and FaithIt, among other publications. When she’s not writing, traveling, or healing hearts, you can find Angela making
every moment count with her two beautiful, blue-eyed boys.
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C. S. Lewis, grieving the death of his wife, Joy:
No one ever told me that grief felt so like fear. I am not afraid, but the sensation is like being afraid. The
same fluttering in the stomach, the same restlessness, the yawning. I keep on swallowing.
At other times it feels like being mildly drunk, or concussed. There is a sort of invisible blanket between
the world and me. I find it hard to take in what anyone says. Or perhaps, hard to want to take it in. It is so
uninteresting. Yet I want the others to be about me. I dread the moments when the house is empty. If only
they would talk to one another and not to me.
There are moments, most unexpectedly, when something inside me tries to assure me that I don’t really
mind so much, not so very much, after all. Love is not the whole of a man’s life. I was happy before I ever
met H. I’ve plenty of what are called ‘resources.’ People get over these things. Come, I shan’t do so
badly. One is ashamed to listen to this voice but it seems for a little to be making out a good case. Then
comes a sudden jab of red-hot memory and all this ‘commonsense’ vanishes like an ant in the mouth of a
furnace.
From A Grief Observed

Compiled in A Year with C.S. Lewis
A Grief Observed. Copyright © 1961 by N. W. Clerk, restored 1996 C. S. Lewis Pte. Ltd. Preface by Douglas H. Gresham copyright © 1994 by Douglas H.
Gresham. All rights reserved. Used with permission of HarperCollins Publishers. A Year With C.S. Lewis: Daily Readings from His Classic Works.
Copyright © 2003 by C. S. Lewis Pte. Ltd. All rights reserved. Used with permission of HarperCollins Publishers.

TCF CHAPTER LIBRARY

ACH LIBRARY

Our Chapter library is filled with books, articles and tapes available at
each meeting. We encourage everyone to make use of it. Please return
the books when you are done. Currently a large number of books
remain unreturned. Donations of books or tapes are always welcomed.
Some parents have donated books that they personally found comforting
on their grief journey.

The ACH library is in the
Family
and
Community
Resource Center located on
the 2nd floor. It is open
24/7 to the public. There is
a section on grief and loss
that is kept updated as much
as possible. There is also a
great family and parenting
general information section
as well.

Thanks go out to Mountain View Memorial Gardens and Funeral Home for photocopying
and mailing out this quarter’s newsletter and to those who sent in articles to share.
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